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Abstract. A subset X of the free monoitf A’” is called a biprefix co& if :i is both a prefix code 
and a suffix code. We prove in this note that any finite biprefix code is contained in a maximal 
biprefix code which is recognizable by a finite automaton. 
1. Introduction 
Several problems in automata theory are of the following kind: given an uncom- 
pletely specified automaton, belonging to some special family of automata, is it 
possible to complete it within this family? (see for instance [8] j. The purpose of 
this note is to prove a result of the same kind: any finite biprefix code is included in 
a maximal biprefix code recognizable (by a finite automaton) (Theorem 3.2). 
The same problem can be raised for other classes of subsets of a free monoid. It 
is of course trivial for prefix codes since any finite (resp. recognizable) prefix code 
is included in a finite (resp. recognizable) prefix code. The case of general codes is 
more difficult. It was proved by Restivo [6] that there exist finite codes that are not 
included in any finite maximal code. Restivo also conjectured that any finite code 
is included in a maxiinai code which is recognizable (by a finite automaton). This 
conjecture has just been proved by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [3] who proved 
that, more generally, any recognizable code is included in a maximal recognizable 
code. 
The proof of the result presented here heavily rests on the conjunction of t,wo 
facts: first, &sari [2] has deeply investigated the structure of finite maximal biprefix 
codes, extending the results of Schtitzenberger [9] who first studied these objects 
and of the present author [5]; it happens that his results extend to the recognizable 
case and lead very close to the solution of our problem. Second, the systematic use 
of formal power series in this matter proved to be a very powerful tool. This 
appeared to Berstel and the present author during the elaboration of a chapter on 
biprefix codes of a book on codes that is being prepared [l]. 
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2. Biprefix codes 
Let A be an alphabet, A* the free monoid over A. We use the notation 
A’ = A*- 1, where 1 denotes the empty word. 
We denote by H{(A)) the ring of series with coefficients in Z and noncommuting 
variables in A. For a series S and a word w E A*, we denote by (S, w) the coefficient 
of 1~ in S. For a subset X of A’, we denote by & its characteristic series. It is the 
element of H{(A)) defined by (&+ x) = 1 if x E X and 0 otherwise (for an introduction 
to series, see [4] or [7]). 
A subset X of A’ is a prefix code if XA’ n X = 8. It is a suffix code if A’X n X = 13. 
It is a b&$x code if it is both a prefix code and a suffix code. 
Let X c A’ be a biprefix code. We define the indicator IN of X as the series 
Let 
I ,y = A”( 1 - &)# (2.1) 
Y, =A*-A*X, &=A”:-XA”. (2.2) 
An X-irrtqvefation of a word w E A* is a triple ( c, x, 11) such that w = usu with 
c E V,x, x E x”, I4 E U.S. 
The following result shows that the indicator of a biprefix code has nonnegative 
coefficiUlts. 
Proposition 2.1. Let X c A ’ be Q bipvfis code. The coejficieltt (Is, w) of a word 
w c A* in the indicator tif X is equal to the rrwnber of interpretmions of w. 
Proof. Since X is a prefix code, we have AX* = x4”. Hence c/s = (1 - S),$*. And 
symmetrically, since X is a suffix code l*‘.Y = A*( 1 - &). We have therefore 
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The set X is said to be thin if Hx # A*. Any finite set is obviously thin and it can 
be shown that any recognizable code is thin (cf. [ 11). 
Theorem 2.2. For any biprefix code X = A+, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is a thin maximal biprefix code. 
(ii) The coefficients of Ix are bounded. 
Moreover, if dx = max{&, w) / w E A*} we have 
H,y={v~A.*(jlx, $<d,-1). Q.8) 
Proof. (i)*(ii). Let w be such that Xn A’ WA+ =(d. Suppose that the coefficients 
of 1x are not bounded; let u E A* be such that &, u) 3 1 w1+2. Then, by (2~3, 
Since (Is, wu) is equal to the number of left factors of u’u in V,- = A* - A*X, there 
is at least one left factor u’ of u such that wu’ E V,x. Then the word z = wu’ hns 
no right factor in X and since we H x, z is not a right factor of any element of 
X. One can show symmetricaiiy that there exists a word t E A* which has no left 
factor in X and is not a left factor of any element of X. Then it is easy to see that 
X u tz is a biprefix code, contradicting the hypothesis that X is a maximal &prefix 
code. 
(ii)+(i). Let ds = max{(&, WJ 1 w E A*}. Let v E A* be such that i Is, v) = d,, 
Then, since X4* = A*+ (4 - 1& we have, for all a E A and 14 E A*, 
(z/j*, mu) = 1 + (I.y, ZAVS - t Ix:, mu). (2.9) 
By (2.6), ( lY, uv) and (Is, auu) are at least equal to (IN, u). Hence, (I,, IN) = 
(Is, auv) = ds;. Substituting in (2.9) we obtain (X4*, auv) = 1 or equivalently auv E 
XA*. We have therefore proved that, for any u E At, uv E XA*. This implies that 
vc k& and therefore that X is thin. It also implies that X is a maximal prefix code 
since for any u E A+, we have uv E XA”, showing that X u u is not a prefix code. 
Therefore X is a thin maximal biprefix code. 
Let us finally prove (2.8). If v E &, there exist u, w E A’ such that UVP. E X. 
Then uv has one more right factor in U, Y than v, namely uz‘ itself. Therz’idre, 
(I,y, P) s (J.y, ziv)- 1 s n, - 1. Conversely, if (ZaY, v) s dx - 1, let u be such that 
(&-, u) = ds. Then & uv) = ds and thus there exists a right factor u’ E A” of u 
such that ut’ E U-, Since X is a maximal prefix code, there exists a w’ E A’ such 
that U’ ow’ E X. Hence u E Hs-. Cl 
Let X be a thin maximal bipr ,ix code. Be integer 
day = max{( I.+ w) 1 M; E A*) (2.10) 
is called the degree of X. 
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The set 
K>< = X r: Hx (2.11) 
is called the kerrzel of X. 
Example 2,3. Let A = (a, !J} and X = a u ba* b. Then X is a recognizable maximal 
biprefix code. We have V, = 1 u a*b and therefore Ix = A*+ u*bA*, that is 
Ix = u”+2a”b& dx = 2, Kx = a. (2.12) 
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a thin maximal biprefix code, d = dx its degree and K = KCy 
its kernel. l%en 
It: = inf{d& I):}. (2.13) 
Proof. f2y definition, it follows that 
I -3.. = fp(l - X)Lp, Ir,; =A”(l-~)~“. 
Let w E H,x. Then any factor of w which belongs to X also belongs to K. Therefore, 
@*XA*, w) = (b*KA*, w). This implies that ( Zx, w) = ( Ik, w). Moreover, we have 
ff,v, &d- 1 by (2.K). Therefore (Ix, w) =inf{d, (I,, w)}. 
Now, if WE H,y, then (&, W) = d again by (2.8). But since K cz X, we have 
!#&I*, W) 5 (4*X4*, w) whence (I,\, w) c (I,, w). Again we 1lave (Is. w) = 
inf{d, ( IK. w)}. [? 
As a corollary to Proposition 2.4 we deduce the following result whose first part 
was proved by Cesari [2] for finite maximal biprefix codes. 
Prosf. By Proposition 2.4, given li = (is and K = k .\ we can compute Is and 
thcrcfore X since (2.1) is equivalent to 
If .X is recognizable. then H,\ is recognizable and therefore also K’ = X n H,+ 
C’onversely. rf K is recognizable. then, by (2.5), 
iince K 6 a recoqizable subset of A*:, so are U, = A* - l&I*, K* and Vh. = 
4*-- A*K. Therefore I/h., & * and I/ii are N-recognizable series, so that their 
)roducf It, Now IN, as given by (2.13) is again an N-recognizable series (see [4, 
1. 1 S-#. Then V, = _ I.y ( 1 - 4) is the difference of two bounded k&recognizable 
series. Therefore, it 
recognizable and so 
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is N-recognizable (see [4, p. 1541). Therefore, the set V,. is 
is X since X=AV,- V, q 
Example 2.3 (continued). Since Kx = a, we have 
IK = A*( 1 - a)A”. 
Therefore, for each word w E A*, 
(IK, w)= 1 +Iwl!P 
This gives IA = inf(2#, lK) = a* + 2a”b#. 
3. Completion of biprefix codes 
For a biprefix code X, PC define 
mx = mm{ ( Ix, x) 1 x E X}, (3.1) 
which is an integer or 00. 
The following theorem characterizes the kernels of thin maxima1 biprefix codes. 
Theorem 3.1. Let d 2 1 be an integer. A set K c A’ is the kernel of a thin maximal 
biprefix code of degree d iff it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) K is a biprefix code which is not muximal. 
(ii) )zrK s d - 1. 
Proof. Necessity. Let X be a thin maximal biprefix code. Let x c X be such thar: 
(Is, x) = m,Y. If, for II, u E At we nave uxv E X, then ux has one more right factojN 
in C.& than x, namely ux itself. Therefore 
(Ix, uxv) 2 (Ix, ux) 2 mx + 1, 
a contradiction. This shows that XL: I&. The set K = Kx is thus strictly contained 
in X and K is not a maximal biprefix code, Now, for any x E K, we have, by (2.8), 
(1.x, x> d ds - 1. By (2.13) we have ( ZdK. x) = ( IK, x). Therefore ( ZK, x) s djC - 1. We 
have thus proved that K satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). 
Suficiency. Let 2 E Z{(A)) be the series 
? 
1 fi inf{ &I*, IK }. 0.2) 
For any a E A, w E A* we have 0 s ( IK, a~.) - ( IK, w) s 1 since a w has at moot 
one more right factor in U, than w. Then we also have 0 s (I, aw) - (I, W) =Z 1. This 
shows that the series (1 - A)1 is the characteristic series of a set U c A*: 
I/-(1-&1. (3.3) 
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Let a, b E A and w E A? We show that 
(I/,aw,-0 * (&J,aw6)=0. (3.4) 
Suppose first that (I, wb) 2 d. Then ( IK, wb) 2 d and also ( IK, awb) 3 d. Therefore, 
(I, wb)=(I,awb)=d and (u;awb)=O. 
Suppose now that (I, wb) s ii - 1 or, equivalently, that ( IK, wb) s d - 1. Then we 
also have ( IK, w) -S d - 1. By the hypothesis (I, aw) - (I, w) = ( v, uw) = 0. But since 
(I,, w) s d - 1, we hav: ( lh., uw) s d. Therefore (I, w) = ( IK, w) and (I, uw) = 
( IK, u w). We obtain ( ZK, a w) = ( IK, w). This means that uw has no more right factors 
in UK than w. Therefore, awe UK 07 equivalently kti E KA*. This implies that 
t lk, uwb) = (I,,,, wb) and, since (I,+ wSj 6 d - 1, we obtain (I, uwh) = (I, wh) and 
( U, uwb) = 0. This proves (3.4). 
We deduce from (3.4) that the set U contains all the left factors of its elements. 
In fact, I E U since ( CJ, 1) = (I, 1) = ( IK, 1) = 1. If UZI E U with 11, u E A+, let Z-IQ =uwb 
with u, hi ,4, ‘WE A’. Then by (3.4) we have UM’E U. An easy induction on 1~1 
proves that II E U. 
Let X be the set 
x - LJA - I!/. (3.5) 
‘I’hc:a X is ;1 prefix cde: if x E X. !ct x = ZUI with 1~ E U, u E A. All the proper left 
factcbrl. of .Y are left factors of II. They belong to U and are therefore not in X. We 
Cilll w-n (3.5) into an equality between series, writing: U4 + 1 = 1y + rl, or 
r-;rr’=~/(k14i. (3.6) 
I-~=(l-~~)r(l-~U. (3.7) 
The prtrof that the series ( 1 - A \ I is the characteristic series of a set V containing 
;I!; the right factors of its elements is symmetricai to the above, corresponding proof 
for (J. Then I - 3 = (4 - 4) V shows that X is a suffix code. Therefore, X is a 
biprcflx code. Ilsy (3.7), the indicator I_\ of X is equal to 1. Since, by definition. I 
is hounded, we obtain that X is a thin maximal biprefix code by Theorem 2.2. Since 
ki is not maximal, its indicator I,, is not bounded (see Theorem 2.2).. Therefore, 
there exists a word )-t’ c A* such that (I,, w) 2 d. Then (I, II*) = d. Hence 
mas(( 1. rr.11 M’ c A*} = d and the degree of X is equal to ti. 
WC prow ! 3.8) by recurrence on Iic’I. If 11~1 = 0, both sides of (3.X) are zero. Let 
I1OM \%’ II, -- 1. 
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Since (I, w) d d- 1, we have (I, w) = (I,, w). Hence (4*&J*, w) = (A*XA*, w). 
Since all the factors of w are in H,, we have, by induction hypothesis, (X, $2 (I$, s) 
for every proper factor of w. Therefore, (X, w) = (IC, w). This concludes the proof 
of the theorem. 0 
We now derive the main result of this note. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Y c A’ be a finite biprefix code and d = my -I- 1. 
There exists a unique recognizable maximal biprefix code with degree d and 
kernel Y. 
Proof. First, since Y is finite, nzl = max{( Iy, y) 1 y E Y} is finite. By Theorem 3.1 
there exists a thin maximal biprefix code of degree d = ml. + 1 whose kernel is Yti 
By Theorem 2.5, X is unique and recognizable. Cl 
Example 3.3. Let A = {a, b} and Y = (a. bb}. We have 
(I,,, bb) = 2. 
Therefore, my = 2. The unique recognizable maximal biprefix code with degree 3 
and kernel Y is 
X=aubbvba’b’a’b. 
The indicator of X is 
The set Y is also included in the maximal biprefix code of degree 2 of Example 2.3: 
X’ = a v ba*b. 
One may observe that Xn X’ = Y. This is a 
derivative of X, whose indicator is obtained by 
coefficients of Idy equal to n,. The intersection of 
of X (see [2, I]). In our example we obtain: 
general fact: X’ is the so-called 
decreasing by 1 the value of the 
X with its derivative is the kernel 
as in (2.12). 
We conjecture a result which is more general than Theorem 3.2: any recognizable 
biprefix code is included in a maximal recognizable biprefix code. Theorem 3.1 
cannot be used to prove this conjecture. In fact, for such a set as 
Y=ba*b 
the coefficients of Iy are not bounded on Y. This means that Y is not the kernel 
of any cognizable maximal biprefix code. However, this set may obviously be 
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completed by adding the singleton {a}. This suggests the possibility of solving the 
above conjecture by first adding a kernel to Y and then turning the resulting set 
into the kernel of a maximal recognizable code. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that not any thin biprefix code can be completed 
to a thin maximal biprefix code. In fact the algebraic language 
Y=.(a”b”Inal} 
is a thin biprefix code. It is not included in any thin maximal biprefix code because 
the degree of this code could not be finite. As a matter of fact, Y is included in 
the restricted Dyck set LL, defined by 
which its a maximal biprefix code which is not thin. 
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